### Simon Says Stamp – Bouquet of Roses Congrats

**Technique:** Die Cutting, blending, heat embossing  
**Level:** Beginner/Intermediate

| TIME: 25 minutes or less
| STAMPS:  
| Simon Says Stamp - Messages for Everyday
| INKS:  
| VersaMark – embossing ink  
| Distress Oxides:  
| Festive Berries, Seedless Preserves and Scattered Straw
| ACCESSORIES:  
| Die Cutting Machine  
| Simon Says Stamp – Outline Congrats die  
| Bouquet of Roses stencil  
| Heat tool  
| clear embossing powder  
| Anti-static pouch  
| EK Tweezers

**CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:**

| Neenah Solar White 110# | 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 – score and fold at 4-1/2 – card base.  
| Simon Says Stamp Black card stock | 3-7/8 x 5-1/8 – mat behind card front  
| | 1 x 2 – scrap for sentiment  
| Neenah Solar White 80# | 4 x 5-1/4 – card front /art piece

**DIRECTIONS:**

1. Use the blending tool to blend the three ink colours across the front of the card front and then heat set the ink until it’s dry.
2. Open the Distress Sprayer and flick some water onto to the piece to activate the color and then blot it up with the paper towel – to create the distress look. Heat set again.
3. Rub the entire surface with the anti-static pouch before securing the stencil over the piece with post it note tape.
4. Use the VersaMark Ink pad, to add ink through the stencil onto the card front.
5. Cover with Clear Embossing Powder, shake off the excess and heat set.
6. Secure the die onto the bottom front of the art piece and run it through the die cutting machine.
7. Carefully remove it and push out the letters with the tweezers.
8. Use the glue to attach the card front to the black mat.
9. Use the tweezers to hold the letters; add a small amount of glue and move it around with the tip of the applicator, add the letters to the center of the die cut – to fill in the word.
   TIP – clean the top of the glue applicator before putting the lid back on.
10. Repeat the above step with the outline letters in a row above the solid ones.
11. Attach the card front to the card base.
12. Heat emboss a sentiment onto the remaining small scrap of black, cut small pieces of foam tape to the back and attach in the top left corner of the card.
13. Embellish with a few Sequins
14. Clean Stamps with the Lawn Fawn Stamp Shammy

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today's Bouquet of Roses and Sketchy Lines Congrats cards. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
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